
Make your
valuable

data more
accessible

for your
Users

Empower them to
create their own

high standard
output using 

Oracle Discoverer. 

Allow them to
select and choose

whatever they want,
whenever they

want it.

■ Discoverer is part of
Oracle's Business
Intelligence set of
Developer Tools 

■ Let Seer Computing Ltd
help you discover the
power of Oracle
Discoverer.



Let your Users loose on 
the Database? 
What Discoverer allows you to do is to control the

Users access to the Database but at the same time

empower them to help themselves to the Data in a

controlled and secure way.

Self Service Reports for 
the Database
Discoverer, with skillful planning and

implementation, means your Users can resolve their

Data queries without the need to get into the former

routine of raising requirements, specifying output,

waiting for the reports to be produced and finally

accepting the finished article, thereby speeding up

resolution of  the requirement and freeing

programming staff for other implementations.

Do you know what Discoverer
can do for your business? 
Using Discoverer, data access can be rolled out more

quickly (and importantly removed just as quickly);

changes can be made within hours of requests

being made. 

The result is happier Users and more control over

the reporting interface. 

Use it for:

■ Easier access to HR and Financials Applications 

■ End of Year financial reports

■ A query only substitute for Oracle Forms and
Oracle Reports

■ Monitoring of Database usage, including
tablespaces etc

■ Low cost alternative to Business Objects

Oracle Discoverer provides access to both relational

(SQL) and online analytical processing (OLAP) data

within a single reporting environment, accomplishing

tasks that typically require two tools to perform. 

You also get improved reporting and publishing

functionality as well as new customisation

capabilities that enables Users to personalise their

reporting views.



How can Seer Computing Ltd
help you with Discoverer?
We can help you establish your Discoverer End User

Layer, configure it for your environment and provide

assistance and consultancy in both implementation

and maintenance of the system. 

We can train your Administrators and all of your

Users, either using our generic courses or, to add

value, we can customise the courses to incorporate

your data and concentrate on the areas which are

important to you. 

We can build a collection of Template Workbooks

and Business Areas so that the rollout of the

product is immediate with standard reports already

in place.

We can also health check your End User Layers after

a few months of live implementation to ensure you

get the very best from your Discoverer configuration.

We can train on-site and be as flexible as you 

need to be. 

We provide continuing assistance for all delegates

who have attended our Discoverer courses, this is

free of charge giving advice over email or phone on

setup and Worksheet production issues.

Get the best from Discoverer
Seer Computing Ltd can provide the following:

■ Discoverer User and Administrator
Training Courses

■ Customised half day training for 
‘High Level Users’ using your existing EUL 
and data

■ Health Reviews of existing End User Layers

■ Tuning and advice regarding End User Layers

■ Production of Standard Workbooks and
Templates

■ Support and Consultancy

■ Setting up of End User Layers and Tuning

■ Mentoring of Discoverer Administrators

■ Maintenance of End User Layers freeing your
development staff for other areas



Oracle provides a full spectrum of operational, tactical

and strategic, reporting and analysis software - make

sure you’re using all of it.  

Contact us if you would like a one hour FREE

presentation on the User and business benefits of

Discoverer or if you would like to discuss your Discoverer

Training and Consultancy requirements.

By email: enquiries@seercomputing.com

By telephone: 0870 241 2812

Website: www.seercomputing.com

Seer Computing Ltd is an Oracle Partner Network

Company with a track record for providing Oracle

training courses, consultancy, pre-sales, administration

and development services to a wide variety of private

and public sector clients. 

Seer Computing Ltd 

Specialists in helping you discover Discoverer!

PO Box 115
Swansea
SA1 5RW

Discover
Discoverer,

Oracle's
hidden

treasure

Discoverer is a registered trademark
of Oracle Corporation Ltd. 


